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Abstract. The purpose of the research is a quantitative assessment of indirect effects from the Russian
export because Russia does not participate in the APR mega-formats. We show that modern processes of
trade and economic cooperation in the APR are manifested in the creation of trade mega-formats: the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership and the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement
for Trans-Pacific Partnership were signed, and the expansion of the CPTPP for the USA, as well as the
creation of a free trade zone within the APEC, was considered a promising area. The authors prove that
the lack of motivation of the Russian side in joining the APR trade mega-formats is caused by a low level
of tariffs on Russian commodities from the APR countries, and the risks of Russian goods replacement are
not considered. After evaluating indirect effects, it was defined that there might be a slight negative impact
on Russian export due to Russia not participating in the APR mega-formats. On the other hand, the
competitiveness of Russian products on the market of the sub-global region may decrease in the following
product groups: food products, goods of chemical industry, metallurgy, and mechanical engineering.
The obtained estimates suggest that the integration processes in the Asia-Pacific Region will indirectly
contribute to the weakening of the product diversification of Russian exports on the market of the subglobal region by shifting it toward a single-product raw material specialization. We show in this work that
the formation of relationships of the APR mega-formats with third countries, depending on their closed
or open configuration, will have a fundamental importance for Russia. The creation of closed trade blocks
in the APR might mean an active substitution of Russian products and decline of the amounts of Russia’s
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exports on the APR market. However, if open trade blocks are created, then the discrimination toward
Russian goods would not be that clear.
Key words: export, import, product group, trade diversion effect, import duty, partial equilibrium model,
trade mega-format, free trade area, APR, APEC, RCEP, CPTPP, USA, Russia.
Introduction
Within the Asia-Pacific Region, intraregional
trade has significantly increased over the previous
three decades due to the reduction of various types
of barriers. This happened both because of the
accession of almost all countries of the sub-global
region to the World Trade Organization, and
because of the network expansion of bilateral and
multilateral free trade areas (FTA)1 that is the main
integration format within the framework of the
“new regionalism” model. The massive conclusion
of bilateral trade agreements has contributed to
the “domino” effect. It means the expansion of
bilateral or multilateral trade agreements at the
expense of new member countries in order to offset
the negative consequences of non-participation in
this association. Due to the presence of political,
systemic, and institutional constraints in the APR
for the development of the “traditional” format
of integration processes, which presupposes the
desire to create a full economic union on the basis
of existing trade agreements, mainly implemented
in the FTA form, the processes of “fragmentation”
of the economic space in the sub-global region
inevitably began manifesting themselves [1].
In the context of a number of restrictions that
prevent the creation of more mature integration
forms in the APR, the attempts to absorb a large
number of bilateral and multilateral FTA into large
trade and economic formats or mega-formats have
become a logical step for further intensification of
trade and economic interactions [2; 3]. As a result,
the prerequisite for the formation of trade megaFTA implies significant trade liberalization between
participating countries in terms of reducing tariff measures
and non-tariff restrictions, as well as the right to determine the
trade regime in relation to third countries.

formats in the APR was a common understanding of
the need to give dynamism to integration processes
in the sub-global economy by harmonizing signed
agreements and developing a common policy to
further deepen trade and economic relations and
quickly resolve various contradictions.
The dynamic and structural characteristics of
trade mega-formats in the APR depend mainly on
the interests of the three largest economies in the
world: the United States, China and Japan. The
increased role of the USA contributed to the signing
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement by
twelve APR countries2 in the integration processes
in the sub-global region in 2016. It involved the
gradual and significant liberalization of trade and
investment, setting standards for the protection
of intellectual property rights and employees;
compliance with environmental standards, the
regime of non-discriminatory access to national
markets; stricter rules for determining the origin
of goods; restrictions on subsidizing the export of
state-owned enterprises [4]. In 2017, the United
States suspended participation in the TransPacific Partnership, and the remaining eleven
countries in 2018 concluded a trade mega-format
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) in the form
of FTA+ with the unconditional leadership of the
Japanese economy [5].
The concept statement for the creation of the
second APR mega-format, the Comprehensive
Regional Economic Partnership (RCEP), is based
on the expansion of trade and economic coopera-
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Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam, and the
United States.
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tion within the framework of the existing FTA
of ASEAN+6, covering sixteen countries3. In
November 2020, there was signed an agreement
on the creation of a trade mega-format between
RCEP countries4, except India. This country has
still many issues related to further liberalization
of foreign trade regulation, while the conditions
for joining RCEP contain fewer requirements in
comparison with CPTPP. A possible reason for the
conclusion of this format for countries, that are also
CPTPP members, is the US withdrawal from the
Trans-Pacific Partnership which revealed the need
to increase trade with other markets (the largest of
them is China).
Another APR mega-format is being negotiated
between the participating countries: the FTA
creation within the framework of the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) Forum, covering
twenty-one countries/economies of the subglobal region to which Russia belongs5. In 2006,
APEC countries began developing a common trade
agreement. They also approved the directions to be
followed when concluding a free trade zone between
the countries: creating conditions for the free and
open movement of goods and capital, easing nontariff restrictions and other trade barriers6.
Since the second half of the 2010s, a number of
developed countries have imposed the restrictions
and prohibited the import of certain commodity
groups to the Russian market. At that time, the
policy of import substitution and protectionism
Brunei, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Japan, the
Republic of Korea, India, New Zealand, and Australia.
4
See: Overview: Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP). Australian Government, November 15,
2020. Available at: https://www.dfat.gov.au/sites/default/files/
rcep-overview.pdf
5
In addition to Russia, APEC includes: Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, China, the Republic
of Korea, Thailand, the Philippines, Australia, Brunei,
Vietnam, Canada, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, the United States, Chile and Japan.
6
See: Action Plans of Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation.
Available at: https://www.apec.org/About-Us/How-APECOperates/Action-Plans
3
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has become widespread in Russia. It can decrease
the consumers’ well-being and reduce the
competitiveness of domestic industries that are
more or less integrated with the global economy.
At the same time, world experience shows [6] that
transformations are necessary to contribute to
its greater involvement in the international labor
division and increase the intensification of its
trade interactions with the global economy. Such
transformations increase the growth rate of the
national economy mainly due to the introduction
of additional production factors and the efficiency
of their use.
For Russia, there is an objective need to
overcome various short-term motives that limit
trade interactions with the global economy, as well
as to diversify foreign trade in favor of countries
and associations interested in supplying domestic
products and offering goods that meet Russian
consumer and investment demand. The traditional
largest market for Russian products is the countries
of the European Union, the further expansion of
exports to which has visible restrictions. In the
future, an increase in exports from Russia is possible
due to meeting the demand from the APR countries
which implies the need to actively promote Russian
products in the market of this sub-global region with
the creation of conditions for mutually beneficial
economic cooperation.
Despite this, the Russian side continues taking
a very differentiated and unhurried approach to the
geographical expansion of trade liberalization
limited only to some countries of the post-Soviet
space. Within the APR framework, the Russian
side, as a member of the Eurasian Economic Union
(EAEU), signed an agreement on the establishment
of two FTA with the countries of Southeast Asia: in
2015 it was with Vietnam, in 2019 – with Singapore.
At the same time, exports from Russia to the APR
countries are mainly focused on the three largest
markets in Northeast Asia – China, Japan and the
Republic of Korea.
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The reduction of trade barriers can be characterized by both positive and negative effects which
are traditionally assessed on the basis of the reaction
of mutual commodity flows to changes in the
tariff burden or import duties. Ultimately, this
allows determining the comparative effects for the
countries involved in this process on the basis of
complex models of general and partial equilibrium
[7; 8; 9]. While general economic equilibrium
models are usually used to obtain long-term
aggregate estimates of the economy as a whole,
including labor and capital markets, as well as trade
by economic sector, partial equilibrium models
focus on short- and medium-term effects in the
context of specific commodity groups of exports
and imports.
Currently, enough arguments have been
accumulated about the positive effects for the
Russian economy from the reduction of mutual
barriers to trade with the APR countries which are
classified as trade mega-formats of the sub-global
region. Based on the obtained estimates, using
the general equilibrium, the long-term increase of
Russia’s real GDP was determined – up to 1.0%
in case of EAEU countries joining RCEP [10] and
CPTPP + the United States [11; 12]. As for the
effects of creating a FTA between Russia and APEC
countries, the country’s real GDP may increase to
5.4% [13]. But some studies show more modest
results for the Russian economy: in particular,
the increase in real exports may amount to 1.3%
[14]. Application of the partial equilibrium model
[15; 16] in the case of levelling the tariff burden
and reducing some non-tariff barriers to assess the
effects in the medium prospects, pointed to the
overall effectiveness of the FTA creation between
Russia and the countries classified as RCEP, CPTPP
+ USA, and APEC, especially in terms of increasing
Russian exports of raw materials.
Despite the different conditions for joining the
RCEP and CPTPP formats, more than half of the
countries are declared as participants in these two
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mega-formats at once. In the future, while
maintaining the current USA position, it is possible
to converge these mega-formats in terms of
extending the practices of reducing the institutional
barriers of CPTPP to RCEP. It cannot be excluded
that, due to a mutual reduction of trade and nontrade barriers in the APR countries, the world’s
largest trade and economic association can be
created, characterized by close technological,
institutional, and structural interactions. Reduction
of the barriers that hinder cooperation can create
conditions for rapid economic growth in a number
of the APR countries with their subsequent
achievement of the developed economies’ level.
This measurement will lead to a divergence
between countries integrated into trade and
economic formats and countries developing in the
conditions of peripheral autarky. At the same time,
the business of non-aligned countries is likely to
experience discrimination in the APR. Currently,
Russia belongs to such countries, and it means that
there are prerequisites for its further isolation in the
markets of goods, capital, and technology. Under
unfavorable circumstances, it may face restrictions
on the product export to the APR countries due
to the substitution of traditional goods for Russian
exports.
From this point of view, it is important to obtain
indirect estimates for the Russian economy in
general and Russian exports in particular from nonparticipation in the integration processes in the
APR. In the framework of the general equilibrium
model, on the one hand, the research assumes
that, in the long term, Russia’s non-participation
will practically not affect its economy in the APR
integration processes [10; 17]. Probably, insufficient
substitution of Russian products by suppliers from
other countries, classified as the APR trade megaformats, is taken into account. On the other hand,
estimates indicate a gradual negative impact on
the Russian economy from its self-isolation in the
APR [18], manifested in a gradual replacement of
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Russian products in the market of the APR trade
mega-formats which will definitely contribute to a
reduction in exports from Russia to the countries of
the sub-global region [19].
At the same time, the question remains open
about the commodity groups of Russian exports. The
groups may be in the most vulnerable position in the
event of a close rapprochement of the APR
countries within the framework of trade megaformats. For Russia, the change in exports is a
key parameter that affects the possible dynamics
of other macroeconomic indicators. On the basis
of the general equilibrium model, indirect effects
for Russian exports are estimated only in relation
to aggregated economic sectors which makes it
impossible to obtain an estimate at the level of
specific commodity groups of Russian exports to
the APR. In this case, the partial equilibrium model
can be applied. It provides more detailed estimates
of the indirect effects of trade integration for third
countries at the level of specific product groups for
which exports may change.
Thus, the purpose of the research is to quantify
indirect effects on Russian exports at the level of
commodity groups due to Russia’s nonparticipation in the APR trade mega-formats. The
tasks are: 1) to form a data set and to group them by
the APR trade mega-formats, to adapt the partial
equilibrium model for assessing indirect effects on
the exports of third countries that are not members
of trade associations, in the context of commodity
groups; 2) to analyze the commodity structure of
Russian exports and the tariff burden on goods
import from Russia to countries classified as the
APR trade mega-formats; 3) to assess changes in
Russian exports in the context of commodity groups
due to Russia’s non-participation in the APR
integration processes.
Assessment method and data
At the level of commodity groups, possible
changes in Russian exports are estimated on the
basis of the partial equilibrium model in terms of
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calculating the indirect effects of the conclusion
of the APR trade mega-formats for third countries
to which Russia belongs. As we have already
mentioned, the assessment of indirect effects for
Russian exports from the levelling of the tariff
burden on trade imports between countries,
classified as the APR trade mega-formats, is based
on the partial equilibrium model. In this model,
the demand function for country j for goods i
produced in country k is expressed as follows
[20; 21]:

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) ,

(1)

where: Mi j k – import of goods i to country j from
country k; Yj – national income j; Pi j – product
price i in country’s domestic market j (importing
market); Pi k – product price i from country k.
In turn, the export offer functions of country k
for product i is represented by the following
expression:

𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ).

(2)

where: Xi k j – export flow of goods i from country
k to country j; Pi k j – product price i from country k,
exported to the market of country j, excluding
payment of import duty in country j.
The trade balance between countries j and k is
achieved as follows:

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 .

(3)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × (1 + 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ),

(4)

Under the conditions of free exchange of goods
which implies a reduction in customs duties on
imports, price of goods i on importing market j will
be equal to the export price of delivery from country
k. In this case, product price i will increase by an
amount equivalent to the amount of the import
duty, i.e.:

where: Pi j k – product price i from country k in
country’s domestic market j; ti j k – the amount of
import duty in ad valorem equivalent in country j
to product i from country k.
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When taking into account the qualitative
differences of traded product i, the Armington
assumption [22] is used in the equilibrium model to
simulate the demand behavior for imports of country
j which assumes imperfect competition between
similar products (in terms of the coincidence of
their codes within the harmonized system) imported
into market j from different countries. Accordingly,
this circumstance implies the presence of imperfect
substitutes elasticity between different suppliers
(countries) of product i in market j:
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
� ,
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(5)

where: σi – substitutes elasticity in product
market i, imported from different countries to the
market of country j; bi j – constant; Pi j – average
price of imported goods i on the market of country
j; Pi – average product price i in the market.
As the purpose of the research is to assess the
indirect effects on the national economy that is not
included in the integration association, the effect of
trade creation is not of interest and, accordingly,
will not be reflected in this study. The effect
involves the reorientation of the national market
from a less efficient source of supply of goods to a
more efficient import of the country or association
of countries with which trade liberalization is
carried out. Determining the indirect effects for
the national economy (in our case is the Russian
one) from the conclusion of a large trade association
by third countries is possible when assessing the
trade diversion effect. It means the national market
reorientation (the country that joined the trade
association as a full participant) from the purchase
of a certain number of goods on the world market
to the purchase of products from the country with
which the trade agreement is concluded [23]. In
contrast to the creating trade effect, the total trade
turnover with the outside world does not increase
due to the diversion effect for a country that has
joined a trade association, as it manifests itself in a
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shift in the supply of goods from one country with
which a trade liberalization agreement has not been
signed (a third country) to another that has signed a
trade agreement. In other words, the trade diversion
effect increases only the value of the bilateral trade
turnover of the countries participating in the trade
association with no increasing their total trade
turnover with the outside world.
In the framework of the equilibrium model, the
trade diversion effect is calculated in the framework
of the expression (6):
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∑

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

×

Δ(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 /𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
×𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 /𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ×∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ×

∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ×

Δ(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖/𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
×𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 /𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

, (6)

where: TDi j k – trade diversion effect of product
i, imported to the market of country j from country
k; K – group of other countries exporting product i
to the market of country j; ∆ – a change.
Maximization of the countries’ welfare that
reduce import duties is modeled by two-stage
optimization: based on the general price index and
the import demand elasticity, the optimal
expenditure level on consumption of the aggregated
product is selected at the price; the selected
expenditure level between different types of
aggregated goods is fixed depending on their relative
prices.
We consider four configurations of the
participating countries that form the trade megaformats of APR. First, it is the CPTPP format
signed by the participating countries. Secondly, it
is necessary to proceed from the fact that the new
US administration can contribute to the accelerated
accession of the US economy to CPTPP7, therefore,
taking into account this circumstance, the study
will consider CPTPP + the US format. Third, the
RCEP format signed by the fifteen countries will
also include India, as the Indian economy cannot
Thus expanding the CPTPP trade mega-format to the
scale of the previously existing Trans-Pacific Partnership.
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be excluded from joining this trade mega-format
on special terms in the medium prospects. Fourth,
the APEC format consists of twenty countries,
except Russia. Each configuration of the APR trade
mega-formats assumes that there will be a FTA that
provides for leveling the mutual tariff burden on
imports.
According to the research, for each product
group i, expression (6) can be expressed as follows:

The impact magnitude on the consumption of
different types of goods, depending on the relative
price, is expressed in terms of the imperfect
substitutes elasticity between the consumption
of goods from different countries. The imperfect
substitutes elasticity (σ M) can be estimated or
specified exogenously. In addition to the tariff
barriers that import duties present, as a result of the
conclusion of a trade agreement, the parties can
also level various non-tariff barriers. Their size can
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ×𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ×[(1+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
)−1]×𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
≡ −𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 , (7)
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
+𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
+𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
×[(1+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 )−1]×𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
be estimated in ad valorem equivalent and included
in the equilibrium model as a “surcharge” to the
where: FTA – a group of countries classified as
tariff load. However, for a wide range of trading
the FTA members under the mega-trade format in
partner countries, obtaining these estimates is
the APR (RCEP, CPTPP, CPTPP + USA, APEC);
quite laborious, and the impact assessment of the
ROW – the rest of the world (which includes
trade diversion effect can be significantly simplified
Russia); TDFTA – trade diversion effect for FTA
by changing the replacement elasticity values
countries; MFTA – commodity exchange between
(σM > 0) setting them exogenously. We have selected
FTA countries; M ROW – flow of goods to FTA
two parameters σM to reflect the range of the trade
countries from ROW countries; tFTA – the import
diversion effect values for countries participating
duty amount in ad valorem equivalent between FTA
in a trade agreement on third-country exports: 1.5
countries; σM – the substitutes elasticity between
and 5. The parameter 1.5 is close to the singular
the goods involved in the exchange between FTA
substitutes elasticity and, from this point of view,
countries and the goods imported from ROW
reflects the conservative consumers’ behavior on
countries to FTA countries.
changes in the product price which means their
Expression (7) is used to obtain separate results restrained preference in choosing products from
for the rest of the world’s exporting countries which countries that have concluded a trade agreement,
include Russia. As the trade diversion effect is compared with goods from third countries. On
reflected in the shift of goods supplies from ROW the contrary, for the parameter σM = 5, consumer
countries to FTA countries, the total values of TDFTA preferences are shifted in favor of the goods of the
are equivalent in modulus to the change (reduction) concluded trade association. In accordance with the
in the export flow from ROW countries to FTA previous studies [24], in terms of the obtained values
countries – ΔXROW. In addition, the results can be of the overall trade effect, the authors have found
summarized for one group and further distributed that the introduction of an exogenous substitutes
among the members of the alternative group of elasticity parameter equal to 5 is equivalent to the
supplier countries according to their previous share case of evaluating a model that took into account
of imports from this group. Accordingly, at the level non-tariff barriers for each product in ad valorem
of commodity markets, the change in supplies from equivalent.
the ROW countries to the FTA countries is adjusted
Along with the exogenous values of the σM
by a proportional reduction in the share of goods parameter, in order to obtain less abstract estimates
from the ROW countries in the markets of the FTA in trade between the economies belonging to
countries.
CPTPP, CPTPP + USA, CREP and APEC, the
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study selectively estimates the substitutes elasticity
values between traded goods for the commodity
groups that form the basis of Russian exports to
these groups of countries in 2018 in relation to 2017
using the expression [20; 25]:

WTO and the World Bank [27; 28]. The leveling of
export restrictions, which is practiced by some APR
countries, is not considered in this model statement.
We assume that the countries participating in the
trade agreement can fully increase supplies, import
duties for which will be reduced, i.e. the elasticity
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )/(∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
, (8) of supply at the price is close to perfect values. The
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )/(∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 / ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
base year for model calculations was 2018. The
where: j – mega-format member country; World Bank model is a computational complex for
MijFTA – import of product i to country j from a obtaining estimates within the partial equilibrium
country classified as a trade mega-format; MijROW – framework [29].
import of product i to country j from a third country
Trade interactions between countries and
(country not included in the trade mega-format);
economic territories are represented in the framework of the harmonized system8 by a six-digit code,
Pi j FTA – product price i from a country classified
and subsequently reduced to a two-digit code to
as a trade mega-format to the market of country j;
decrease the original array dimension. Further,
Pi j ROW – product price i from a third country in the
for the clarity of the obtained estimates, the paper
market of country j. Due to the limited array of the
enlarges the product groups of Russian exports
used statistical data, the estimation of substitutes
according to the following codes of the harmonized
elasticity for a number of product groups is carried
system: 01–24 – food products and raw materials;
out only for the macro level [26].
25–26 – mineral products; 27 – fuel and energy
The assessment basis is the statistics of the tariff
products; 28–40 – chemical industry products,
burden, cost and physical indicators of mutual
raw rubber; 41–43 – leather raw materials, furs
import flows for 267 countries and economic
and products; 44–49 – wood and pulp and paper
territories. Their array was formed from specialized
products; 50–67 – textiles, textile goods and
databases of the World Bank, WTO, Mac Map,
footwear; 68–71 – precious, semi-precious stones,
CEIC and UN UNCTAD. Due to the lack of
metals, and glass; 72–83 – metals and products
statistical data on the dynamics of the wholesale
made from them; 84–90 – engineering products;
prices for imported goods in the markets of
91–97 – other goods.
countries classified as the APR trade mega-formats,
Assessment results
the price parameter, used in the data set, includes
Before proceeding to the obtained estimates, it
only the export price taking into account transport
is necessary to analyze the commodity structure of
and insurance costs, i.e. it is reflected in CIF price
Russian exports to the APR trade mega-formats,
excluding VAT and consumption taxes.
and the tariff burden level on Russia’s goods,
As a result, all other things being equal, this
imported to the market of the countries classified
model describes the change in Russian exports to
as corresponding mega-formats. Such an analysis
countries that are a part of the APR trade megawill help to explain to some extent the lack of visible
formats by leveling the import tariff burden (import
actions on trade liberalization with the APR on the
duties) between them, reduced to the ad valorem
Russian side.
equivalent. The conversion of specific and combined
import duties to the ad valorem equivalent was
8
Harmonized System Codes (HS Code). Available at:
carried out on the basis of the algorithms of the https://www.foreign-trade.com/reference/hscode.htm
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The results of the commodity structure analysis
of Russia’s exports to the countries, classified as the
APR trade mega-formats, indicate the dominance
of raw materials, as of 2018. Among them, fuel and
energy products stand out which accounted for
more than half of Russian supplies to the countries
of the sub-global region. Also notable commodity
groups of Russian exports were metals and products
made from them; chemical industry products; food
products and raw materials (represented mainly
by fish, seafood and agricultural crops); precious,
semi-precious stones, metals and glass (mainly
products of the diamonds factory and precious
metals; Tab. 1).
Import duties on some commodities, used in the
food industry, remain high in a number of the APR
countries. In particular, the import duty on food
products and raw materials, imported from Russia,
is characterized by high values in China, India,
and some developing countries of Southeast
Asia. Several CPTPP countries, in particular the
Republic of Korea and Japan, practice prohibitive
duties on imports from abroad of certain agricultural
products, as well as non-tariff restrictions on the
import of processed fish products.

The total tariff burden on exports from Russia to
these groups of countries is also not characterized by
high values, especially for the countries of CPTPP
+ USA and CPTPP. It happens as the main
commodity group of Russian exports is fuel and
energy products, and the average weighted import
duty of the APR countries on these products is low.
Of the APR countries, only China, Russia’s largest
trading partner, levies import duties on fuel and
energy products, mainly imported crude oil, lowgrade refined petroleum products, and certain types
of coal. In this regard, when China is assigned to
RCEP and APEC, the total tariff burden increases
on Russian goods import into these trade megaformats.
Russian low-value-added goods are practically
not exported to resource-surplus and remote APR
countries. At the same time, some resourcedeficient APR countries (Taiwan, a number of
ASEAN countries, Japan, and partly the Republic
of Korea) practically do not impose import duties
on most low-value-added goods from Russia: fuel
and energy goods (crude oil, liquefied natural gas,
coal); wood with a minor degree of processing; fish
and seafood; ferrous and non-ferrous metal ores;

Table 1. Commodity structure of Russian exports to APR mega-formats and
average weighted import duty on Russian products, 2018, %
RCEP
CPTPP
CPTPP + USA
APEC
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
Total
100.0
3.27
100.0
1.41
100.0
1.23
100.0
2.48
Food products and raw materials
6.07
13.60
7.19
6.26
6.12
5.48
6.76
11.60
Mineral products
2.67
0.47
0.64
0.35
0.95
0.43
2.09
0.44
Fuel and energy products
67.21
2.39
65.25
0.58
47.97
0.52
58.98
1.84
Chemical industry products, raw rubber
5.34
3.74
6.41
0.90
11.19
0.89
7.50
2.24
Leather raw materials, furs and products
0.04
6.88
0.00
3.12
0.01
2.19
0.03
3.00
Wood and pulp and paper products
3.02
0.86
1.46
0.00
1.12
0.01
2.34
0.13
Textiles, textile goods and footwear
0.06
6.43
0.06
6.12
0.07
8.14
0.05
7.70
Precious, semi-precious stones, metals and glass
5.51
4.79
4.52
1.88
8.22
1.85
4.49
2.68
Metals and products made from them
8.19
4.53
12.47
2.99
20.18
2.36
14.62
2.73
Engineering products
1.83
4.14
1.92
1.82
3.11
1.38
2.64
2.54
Other goods
0.08
5.80
0.09
2.95
1.06
1.21
0.50
3.13
Note: I – commodity structure of Russian exports to the APR mega-formats; II – average weighted import duty on Russian
goods levied by countries that are classified as the APR mega-format.
Source: own calculations based on data of the World Bank and WTO.
Enlarged export product group
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ferrous and non-ferrous metal scrap. In turn, in
Russia, export duties are levied on these goods,
as well as quotas and, in some cases, prohibitive
measures for their export abroad are practiced.
To some extent, these circumstances explain the
reluctance of the Russian side to level the mutual
barriers of trade interactions with the APR
countries, as the tariff burden on Russian raw
materials in the sub-global region is not significant.
In other words, the reduction of duties on Russian
products will not lead to a significant increase in
exports from Russia to the APR countries. From
this point of view, the reluctance of the Russian
side to integrate closely with the APR seems quite
reasonable at first glance, if we do not take into
account the risks of gradual replacement of goods
from Russia within the framework of the signed and
promising APR trade mega-formats.
Calculations within the framework of the partial
equilibrium model prove that, for Russian exports,
indirect effects of levelling import duties between
countries classified as the APR trade megaformats will generally be negative and comparable
with some obtained estimates on the basis of the

general equilibrium model, if the effects obtained
accumulate over the long term (Tab. 2, 3).
Small negative impact is expected from the trade
diversion effect in favor of the countries of a
particular APR trade mega-format: no more than
1.0% of the value of Russian exports to countries
that have concluded or intend to conclude broadbased trade agreements. According to estimates,
levelling the tariff burden within the framework
of the APR trade mega-formats can lead to a
reduction in Russian exports: up to 0.04 billion
dollars for CPTPP, up to 0.12 – for CPTPP + USA,
up to 0.43 – for APEC and up to 0.87 billion
dollars for APEC. At the same time, the creation
of prerequisites for leveling tariff barriers between
APEC countries can only be considered in the
long prospects. Based on this, the negative indirect
effects of the trade and economic rapprochement
of the APR with each other are not critical at first
glance for Russian exports in the medium prospects.
However, at the level of individual commodity
groups of Russian exports to the APR, the situation
may significantly differ from the cumulative indirect
trade diversion effect.

Table 2. Commodity structure changes of Russian exports to the signed APR trade mega-formats
Enlarged commodity group
of Russian exports

RCEP
σM = 1,5
bil. dol.
%
-143.3
-0.18
-31.7
-0.67
-0.3
-0.01
-14.8
-0.03
-38.5
-0.93
-0.5
-1.42
-8.4
-0.36
-1.8
-4.21

CPTPP

σM = 5
bil. dol.
%
-427.1
-0.56
-83.6
-1.74
-1.0
-0.05
-46.3
-0.09
-122.3
-3.06
-1.4
-4.89
-26.5
-1.15
-5.8
-14.98

σM = 1,5
bil. dol.
%
-18.0
-0.07
-10.7
-0.58
0.0
0.00
-1.6
-0.01
-1.0
-0.06
0.0
-0.54
-0.3
-0.09
0.0
-0.13

σM = 5
bil. dol.
%
-41.6
-0.17
-14.9
-0.84
0.0
0.00
-5.4
-0.03
-3.2
-0.18
0.0
-0.29
-0.5
-0.15
-0.1
-0.39

Total
Food products and raw materials
Mineral products
Fuel and energy products
Chemical industry products, raw rubber
Leather raw materials, furs, and products
Wood and pulp, and paper products
Textiles, textile goods, and footwear
Precious, semi-precious stones, metals,
-9.1
-0.21
-15.7
-0.64
0.0
0.00
0.0
0.00
and glass
Metals and products made from them
-20.1
-0.31
-67.5
-0.2
-0.01
-0.6
-0.02
-1.07
Engineering products
-18.0
-56.4
-4.1
-0.84
-16.7
-1.27
-4.37
-3.34
Other goods
-0.2
-0.32
-0.6
-0.1
-0.25
-0.2
-0.76
-1.08
Note: Hereinafter, the calculations are based on the countries’ trade interactions in 2018. In the table, a negative sign indicates a decrease
in the value of Russian exports (mil. dol.), as well as a relative decrease in supplies from Russia to countries classified as the APR trade
mega-formats including within the enlarged export product groups (%).
Source: own calculations.
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Table 3. Commodity structure changes of Russian exports to promising APR trade mega-formats
Enlarged commodity group
of Russian exports
Total
Food products and raw materials
Mineral products
Fuel and energy products
Chemical industry products, raw rubber
Leather raw materials, furs, and products
Wood and pulp, and paper products
Textiles, textile goods, and footwear
Precious, semi-precious stones, metals
and glass
Metals and products made from them
Engineering products
Other goods
Source: own calculations.

CPTPP + USA
σM = 1,5

APEC
σM = 5

σM = 1,5

σM = 5

bil. dol.
-36.9
-17.3
0.0
-0.6
-2.8
0.0
-0.5
-0.1

%
-0.10
-0.80
0.00
0.00
-0.07
-0.08
-0.13
-0.38

bil. dol.
-117.0
-55.2
0.0
-2.1
-8.1
0.0
-1.9
-0.4

%
-0.35
-2.39
0.00
-0.01
-0.20
-0.60
-0.48
-1.36

bil. dol.
-294.8
-135.5
-0.3
-17.5
-54.3
-0.4
-11.1
-1.5

%
-0.34
-2.30
-0.02
-0.03
-0.83
-1.56
-0.54
-3.89

bil. dol.
-864.7
-401.4
-0.8
-51.6
-152.1
-1.2
-31.9
-4.5

%
-1.00
-6.82
-0.05
-0.10
-2.33
-4.18
-1.56
-11.30

-0.1

0.00

-0.2

-0.01

-5.2

-0.13

-14.9

-0.38

-11.4
-4.3
-0.1

-0.16
-0.37
-0.02

-32.2
-16.9
-0.2

-0.59
-1.75
-0.15

-44.8
-22.8
-1.3

-0.35
-0.99
-0.30

-133.9
-68.2
-4.1

-1.05
-2.97
-0.95

In case of leveling the tariff load within the
CPTPP framework (see Tab. 2) in the context of
the enlarged commodity groups of Russian exports,
there may be a slight reduction in the value volumes
of deliveries from Russia of engineering products
(land transport vehicles) which are mainly focused
on the Vietnamese market, as well as food products
and raw materials (cereals). The relative decline
in Russian exports to CPTPP countries within the
product groups may be greatest for engineering
products which will be replaced by supplies from
developed countries of this large trade association.
All other things being equal, for the remaining
commodity groups of Russian exports, there may
be either invariance or a slight reduction in their
value volumes, as the developed CPTPP countries
practically do not impose import duties on raw
materials and import from Russia insignificant value
volumes of goods with high added value.
When expanding the CPTPP format at the
expense of the American economy (CPTPP +
USA), i.e. giving it a form of the originally created
Trans-Pacific Partnership (see Tab. 3), when
levelling import duties between the countries that
are members of this prospective association, we can
expect mainly an additional decrease in the value of
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Russian exports of food products and raw materials
(fish, crustaceans and shellfish), as well as metals
and products made from them (other base metals,
mainly titanium and products made from it).
In case of the conclusion of a FTA between
APEC countries except Russia (see Tab. 3), the
largest reduction in the value of Russian exports
(almost half of the decline) can be recorded for food
products (fish, crustaceans, and shellfish; cereals;
soybeans; meat and food by-products of poultry;
animal and vegetable fats; tobacco products). A
visible reduction in Russian exports to the APEC
countries may also occur at the expense of chemical
industry products (organic and inorganic chemistry
products; fertilizers; plastics, raw rubber, rubber
and products made of them), metals and products
made of them (ferrous metals; aluminum and
products made of it; nickel and products made of
it; other base metals; other products made of base
metals) and engineering products (steam boilers;
turbines; electric machines and equipment; tools;
land transport vehicles). The largest relative
decline in exports of Russian products to APEC
countries may occur for the supply of light
and leather industries, as well as food products
and raw materials.
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Conclusion
The integration processes in the global and subglobal economy significantly helped to expand trade
relations between the APR countries. Modern
processes of trade and economic cooperation in
the APR are manifested in the creation of large
integration forms: trade mega-formats generated by
the interests of the three largest world’s economies:
the United States, China and Japan. Currently,
two mega-formats have been signed in the APR:
RCEP and CPTPP. In the future, we can expect
the CPTPP expansion at the expense of the United
States, as well as the creation of a FTA between the
APEC countries.
Russia is slowly approaching the geographical
expansion of trade liberalization in APR, and
Russian exports are mainly raw materials to the subglobal region. The analysis pointed to low values of
the tariff burden on Russian commodities on the
part of the APR countries. It explains the lack of
motivation for the Russian side to reduce mutual
barriers to trade interactions with the countries of
the sub-global region. However, this circumstance
does not take into account the risks of gradual
replacement of goods from Russia within the
emerging APR trade mega-formats.
In the framework of the partial equilibrium
model, the assessment of the trade diversion effect
for third countries shows that, in the medium
prospects, there may be a relatively small negative
impact on exports from Russia directed to the
emerging trade mega-formats of the sub-global
region, in case of Russian non-participation: the
least negative impact is expected from the leveling
of restrictions within the CPTPP framework, the
greatest impact is expected when creating a FTA
between the APEC countries, with the exception
of the Russian economy. Despite a small negative
impact on Russian exports in case of Russia’s
non-participation in the APR mega-formats,
the competitiveness of Russian products in the
sub-global region market may decrease within
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the following product groups: food products,
chemical products, metallurgy, and mechanical
engineering. In fact, this circumstance indicates
that the integration processes in the APR will
indirectly contribute to the weakening of the
product diversification of exports from Russia to the
market of the sub-global region, shifting it toward
the supply of fuel and energy goods.
Despite a relatively small possible reduction of
exports from Russia to the APR countries in the
medium prospects within the framework of the
considered configurations of trade mega-formats of
the sub-global region, in the long term, risks for the
promotion of Russian products in the APR market
in the context of the presented product groups may
accumulate. In this regard, the further development
of relations between the APR trade mega-formats
with third countries including Russia will be of
fundamental importance. For third countries,
long-term consequences depend on the nature of
concluded trade mega-formats in the APR in terms
of their classification as closed or open types of
trade blocks [30].
When creating closed trade blocs in the APR,
the member countries will liberalize trade and
economic interactions only among themselves and
increase barriers to third countries. Based on this, at
the level of some product groups, a visible reduction
in the value of Russian exports may occur in the
medium prospects in case of leveling the tariff
burden on imports within the APR mega-formats
and shifting consumer preferences in favor of goods
distributed within the designated formats. The
prerequisites for the development of such events
are the policy of reducing various barriers to the
promotion of commodity exports to the APR by the
United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Chile, and some countries of Southeast Asia which
are members of CPTPP and RCEP. In fact, this
circumstance may mean a subsequent replacement
of Russian products with goods from these countries
in the Asia-Pacific market within the framework
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of the considered trade mega-formats. In such
conditions, with a natural advantage associated with
territorial proximity to the resource-deficient states
of Northeast Asia, Russia will continue focusing its
products on the Chinese market without diversifying
supplies to other APR countries, facing negative
monopsony effects from being tied to the Chinese
economy.
In case of the creation of open trade blocs in the
APR, it is likely that barriers between the
participating countries will be leveled and
restrictions on interaction with third countries will
be reduced to a certain extent, based on the WTO
mechanisms [31]. They presuppose the absence of

discrimination, application of the most-favorednation regime, and connectedness of the tariff
burden9. In this scenario, discrimination against
Russian goods in the APR will not be expressed
explicitly. However, even in this case, it cannot be
excluded that, as a result of the continuation of the
current trends of declining prices for traditional
Russian exports due to the slowdown in the global
economy, as well as the sanctions restrictions
practiced since 2014, the Russian economy risks to
face discrimination in the promotion of its products
in the European and APR markets in the medium
prospects. It will be difficult to overcome it through
the WTO mechanisms.
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